LightSources, Inc. and LightTech Lamp Technology Ltd. offer a specialty
coating which may be applied to all of our germicidal lamp products. A
chemical compound applied
to the inside of our lamps
enables them to be longer
lasting and more efficient.
Specialty coating eliminates
the common problem of
accelerated depreciation
so often associated with
higher intensity lamps. Our
proprietary LongLife+™ process
dramatically lengthens the
lifespan of germicidal lamps. A lamp which would normally last for 9,000
hours, will last up to 16,000 hours with specialty coating, making it a truly
wise investment.
Our specialty coating provides the following benefits:

ECONOMICALLY EFFICIENT
- up to 16,000 Operating hours
- maintaining up to 90% UVC output

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
- low mercury (Hg) technology less than 5mg Hg for standard lamps and less
than 10mg Hg for pellet amalgam lamps, compared to competitor amalgam
lamps containing 30+ mg Hg

UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION
- the only manufacturer to offer vertical orientation for amalgam lamps

The LightSources/
LightTech Difference
The combined strengths of
LightSources in the United
States and LightTech in
Europe make our companies
global leaders in the germicidal
lamp industry. We provide our
clients in the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) market with
standard and customized lamps.
In addition to offering all standard
lamp sizes, LightSources and
LightTech can custom design,
engineer, and manufacture the ideal
lamps to suit our clients’ unique
needs. This enables our clients to
maintain replacement sales within
the OEM market, an often untapped
source of tremendous revenue and
repeat business.
Our customized, proprietary
lamps are unique to the
germicidal lamp industry and
one of the many reasons
that clients have described
LightSources and LightTech as
companies where customer
commitment is second to
none. Whatever your needs
are in terms of germicidal
lamps, LightSources
and LightTech have the
solution.

* Life claim testing done under laboratory conditions. Actual performances depend on operating conditions.
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